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CULTURAL IMPACT ON LUXURY UNDERSTANDING 
 

 
In this contribution, I discuss the concept of luxury as an operative model whereby society 

is educated. Educational process of luxury needs language and images, author’s prescience 
and reader’s acceptance. In fact, education and aesthetics, through a mutation that still not 
come to an end, reveal a moral understanding with reference to money and art. From a semiotic 
standpoint luxury provides fictional possible worlds as signifier for symbolic desire and interacts 
with dream, power and knowledge. Furthermore, the symbolic value of luxury is considered in 
the light of todayness sharpened perspective as it emerges new forms of communication and 
transformation by manipulating prescience, experience and acceptance. 
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Cultural studies and luxury discourse 
 
The origins of this contribution come into existence from two academic courses about semiotics, 

fashion and luxury. Through semiotics the thoughts of two eminent scholars – Algirdas-Julien Greimas 1 
and Yuri Mikhailovich Lotman 2, are incorporated into my research of coevolution of luxury and education, 
thus, the idea to clarify especially the meaning of main concepts developed by them in order to understand 
both the notions of nowness and todayness. Their studies in axiology, mythology, hero/actant and culture, 
seems to draw sufficient conclusions for many further case studies [3; 5]. 

There are several ways to step up in the luxury business domain. One of the hardest ways is not 
going though the parade entrance but with revealing a moral understanding with reference to money and 
art. Now, money, art and education compete for primary task of luxury: how to have a directly moral 
influence on people? How one may mould their behaviour in certain desired directions? What is important 
– wealth or elegance? Who controls consumption? [7]. 

Today, following Greimas and Lotman, we might construct and de-construct «luxury» through his-
tory, education, and poetics. Moreover, the process of acquiring knowledge seems to be seeking and 
discovering, whereas education is concerned to define relations between money, art, and luxury. The 
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problem now is to constitute series in revealing educational specific type of nowness relations with state-
ments concerning axiology of luxury [4; 8]. 

Firstly, views on the notion of luxuria as synonymous with the power of desire range from human history 
in the process of replacing extravagance with lust, desire and power. Secondly, the notion of luxury assumes 
a major role in the history of educational processes between individuals and subcultures. And thirdly, the 
broadly statement that «education is luxury» begins to disappear, only if luxury is accepted as «lux» 3, or as 
enlightenment that results in understanding. As a consequence, we see a new social order between education, 
money and art, and the significance of something very different that might be called «luxury is education». In 
our society of hyper consumption, meanwhile, it appears as a veridictory sanction [3]. 

With reference to communication and consumption, information between individuals is exchanged 
and it shapes interlocutors’ reality. In everyday communications the best way to perform economic health 
is to consume luxury goods. Discussion about the system of values has long been dominated by the 
culture of human beings and their continual confrontation with axiologies. Many competitors have suc-
cessful intercourses, and usually the most compelling cultural evidences are victorious in battle. But ef-
fective performances are expensive. Therefore, luxury market of the senses is a fugue of chaos. Living in 
the contemporary chaotic age, humans encounter communicative spaces in this dissociative disorder by 
dividing the cultural existence into internal and external space [5, p. 131]. As consumers need information 
about the price, all these spaces decisively affect the cost of luxury goods and control consumption ex-
perience in a very effective way: affording or understanding the very high price. 

Adopting Greimassian and Lotmanian fundamental hypotheses as a starting point for present lux-
uriant case of desire, power and knowledge, it is easy to perceive that the actantial model, axiology and 
semiotic square undertake a major role to help in analysing actants, primary values in luxury, and given 
oppositions such as education/ignorance, luxury/misery, virtue/vice. 

 
The nowness approach: luxury discourse transforms the universe 
 
The nowness approach in luxury involves not only the quality of being the present, but also poverty 

trap and poverty-stricken language, closely observed in the presentness of the past. Metaphorically, lux-
ury has proved its explanatory power in educational social status; living in luxury stands not only for high-
prices, but in luxuriant body of knowledge. As a result of traditionally speaking, education is a sacred 
enunciation of a sacred utterance as well as semiotically restoring social stratification [3, p. 29–31]. 

In studying social stratification and social differentiation, the notion of luxury appears as a clearly 
noticeable case of traditional education and money. Additionally, education performs as an utterance in 
the cultural milieu in which it is enunciated and propounds an invariant axiology when a specified trans-
formation is applied. On the other hand, it may be studied both as utterance and as enunciation. The 
societal function between humans’ expressions and educational content planes provides the manifesta-
tion of luxury. More importantly, to manifest luxury is to demonstrate in a clear manner the function be-
tween the educational form and substance of luxury. The function thus formed creates the so-called es-
sential luxuriant axiology amongst the individuals and the semantic universe. Since it has become a sig-
nifier for symbolic desire in global mediation, based on emotion, luxury needs education, money and art 
as well as utterance and enunciation in order to maintain natural limit to both human’s capacity and desire 
in modelling the primary and secondary spheres of Lotmanian concept for semiosphere [5; 6]. 

But nowadays, it is however possible to figure out that there is a contrast between principal modes of 
enunciation. The first one is to communicate deliberately an utterance and, the second one, to transform the 
universe. As reading Greimas, communication of an utterance is situated in an already established axiology, 
while the transformation of the universe is the process of establishment of an axiology by the utterance. 

Implementing these observed modes of enunciation in the context of luxury and education, we may 
interpret the social status of the «ideal designer» 4 as the intentionality to communicate with the world in 
distribution of «wealth» 5; on the other hand, education of the «ideal consumer» 6 is the enunciation of 
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purposely transforming the universe. The primordial character of retrieving information as a source of 
shaping society is revealed in human action. The dynamics of educational processes, the existence of 
codes, and the production of meaning between designer-producer and consumer-receiver put into prac-
tice both phases of competence and performance that are pragmatic in character. The process of educa-
tion is outlined both for ideal designer and ideal consumer in realisation of thoughts, beliefs, desires, not 
in its communication. To describe this structure of enunciation in the luxuriant domain of interactions 
between money, art, designer and consumer, it is useful to adopt one of the basic narrative schemes 
being composed of four phases, briefly summarised as competence, performance, manipulation, and 
sanction-veridiction [1]. 

 
Luxury discourse: a pragmatic level in enunciation as cultural transformation 
 
It is the sociological role of designer-producer to imply a rhythm in communication with several 

competences concerning non-monetary value in representing the price of the product. As there is a rela-
tionship to time in understanding the notion of luxury, designer’s utterance is a competence to explain 
both durability and ephemerality in relation to self. For some receivers educational communication, there-
fore, is a gift and depends on his/her acquisitiveness and acceptance of knowledge. Moreover, social 
differentiation is not stratification recreating by luxury owing to the fact that many competences are pre-
supposed. The problem with competence lies in modern societies that presuppose luxury and need fash-
ion. Fashion does not provide competence, but manipulates consumers in creating an artificial differenti-
ation and questioning whether the competence is already acquired or not in cannibalising an objet d’art. 

Using artistic performance as enunciator, designer provides with competence his idea to the con-
sumer-receiver as well as creating a language of luxury. Designer educates consumer basically starting 
from use-value (of a product) and exchange-value (price of a product) to connote the essence of luxury 
as symbolic value on structurally organised sophisticated level. In reference to this organised societal 
process, performance plays both pragmatic and cognitive role in communication between designer-pro-
ducer and consumer-receiver. The importance of designer in the mentioned educational process is to 
foresee a cognitive performance in explaining the role of nowness social stratification with descriptive 
values. Therefore, he represents the relationship between luxury, money and art. Fundamentally, 
Greimasian idea is that recognition starts off with a state of confrontation within the modes of enunciation: 
communication and transformation [3, p. 165–179]. As a consequence of the existing cognitive universe 
of the reference, designer’s utterance expresses a creative axiology in a luxury semantic universe that 
helps the consumer-receiver’s performance in acceptance the notion of luxury not only as affordable, but 
understandable in the axiology proposed by the utterance. 

 
Luxury discourse: a cognitive level in enunciation as cultural communication 
 
As luxury generally makes social status understandable, the relation between designer and con-

sumer is performed by manipulation including a system of values. Thus, enunciative axiology plays im-
portant role in conveying motivation as source of enunciation through the designer in acquiring luxury 
goods. Manipulation is an enunciation to communicate in a cognitive level. Therefore, in a semantic uni-
verse of luxury, the consumer’s motivation, presupposed by manipulation, is not just a functional need but 
a pivotal desire in the process of «wanting-to-do» and «having-to-do». In the ideal concept of education, 
ideal designer wants to educate, to cultivate consumer’s desire as well as maintaining the luxuriant idea 
of pleasure. Although the communication requires a common value in recognising good and bad, the role 
of this «good» manipulative education is important in recreating social stratification. This process empha-
sises the consequences of the relationship between three sociocultural concepts such as money, fashion 
and art. These concepts process emotional and affective message in modern societies. And, in this phase 
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of cognitive aspect of manipulation it is important what ideal designer has-to-say fundamentally for differ-
ent individuals in different societies. So, designer is the key figure to manipulate the confrontation between 
the already given axiology and the axiology of the realm of education in which his spread ideas are per-
formed. Moreover, as designer evokes interest amongst consumers, he aesthetically generates luxury 
and money in society. As a consequence, both generated concepts play contrasting role in creating a 
social stratification. In recreating the vertical hierarchy through educational purpose of luxury, designer 
converts money into a culturally sophisticated product that appears as widely recognised social stratifica-
tion tool. Manipulation in the territory of values between enunciator and enunciatee positions luxury as 
signifier for symbolic desire. This key role of luxury identifies the belonging to social elite not only for use-
value and exchange-value, but for understanding the symbolic value through manipulation. Additionally, 
it may be stated that education here is a form of aesthetic manipulation. 

On pragmatic level ideal designer is «knowing-how-to-perform» actual realisation of so-called sym-
bolic value in society. In the performance of recognition his competences of the educational process in 
luxury through money and art, his aesthetic actions of «having-to-do» and «being-able-to-do» are sanc-
tioned. Social elite recognises designer’s ability to perform in processing a veridictory judgment of the 
presentness of the past: rich or poor, wealth or poverty, virtue or vice, education (body of knowledge) or 
ignorance (lack of knowledge). Moreover, social elite makes comparisons between what it perceives with 
what already is known as representations of unique achievement and distinctive knowledge. Complemen-
tary to this sanction, ideal designer should always give utterance to his competence in manipulatory phase 
as well as professing creative tension in tradition and innovation, qualitative essence in identity, 
experience in both aesthetics and timeless in art, all sentenced to veridiction and sanction. Through enun-
ciation to communicate, designer recreates pleasurable essence of social stratification, but the durability 
or ephemerality of his ideas are approved by timeless veridiction. Likewise, the sanction of durability in 
time is easily identified in communication by four possible veridictory sanctions – true or false, lie or secret. 

Todayness approach in luxury is about sanction, fourth phase proposed by Greimas. And, the problem 
with evaluating education comes to arise. Tradition and innovation help the «enlightenment» to be recognised. 
The concept of illuminance might support the study in scrutinising todayness societal counterfeit dimension in 
imitating the «superior» and how to assign the educational and cultural retribution it entails.  

To illuminate the counterfeit concept in luxury and why societies with horizontal perspective of ex-
change-value accept counterfeits in the notion of todayness, it is important the visible presented light, the sym-
bolic value in society to be measured. As sanction embedded both nowness and todayness approach, the 
symbolic value presupposes that in todayness approach there is a need of cultural reward and sophisticated 
punishment in the notion of the semiotic boundary of Lotman’s world about personality [5, p. 138–139]. 

Furthermore, it is hardly difficult to explain whether designer is a symbolic-value-murderer in to-
dayness society or not. But, in studying the designer’s competence and manipulation, the veridiction de-
scribes successfully his performance and evaluates both his luxuriant body of knowledge and his lack of 
knowledge. As a consequence, veridiction interprets the phases of competence and performance in the 
enunciation to communicate and to transform. It constructs an axiology in educational and traditional con-
text, and thus, it establishes complementary processes in the semantic universe between the producer 
and the receiver. 

 
Hypotheses on the basis of cultural communication and cultural transformation 
 
With escaping ephemerals, there is a rich cultural heritage which interlinks the two concepts of 

luxury and art without losing the luxuriant state of pretence. The outlined considerable overlap between 
these concepts in society is represented by the importance of aesthetically being in nowness and to-
dayness. Thus, the enunciated indispensable condition of luxury localises the axiology of communication 
and transformation with the concept of time. 
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In performing the role of actual realisation of symbolic value, luxury stands for spending time in 
searching, waiting, longing and, it is not in ephemerals but in future expected societal standpoints in suc-
cessfully understanding the symbolic value through manipulation/education. As time is a key dimension 
of luxury, representation of distinctive knowledge in generating money in a given society is always an 
educational process. 

In the process of communication and consumption in time – past and present, the discussed practical 
utility in horizontal societal axe is of secondary importance. An example, a hypothesis of nowness and to-
dayness approach is the visionary idea represented by Cartier Trinity gold ring, both practical and mythical 
cultural object of knowing-how-to-do. In his «trinity» concept, Louis Cartier 7 outlines that the symbolic value is 
enormously high. The three types of gold remarkably build an exceptional performance of Trinity in strictly 
conceptual nature. Therefore, the iconic status of three symbolic colours: pink, yellow and white, incorporates 
designer’s visionary mind, a common heritage, a memorable love. Through the concept of love Trinity stimu-
lates the imagination of sight, mystery and harmony. It resonates emotionally, as follows pink for love, yellow 
for fidelity, and white for friendship in everyday communication which is full of figurative elements. Moreover, 
as a timeless objet d’art, Cartier embedded indispensable condition of luxury as well as pretending not to deal 
with use-value and exchange-value, but to convert money into culturally sophisticated product. 

As a reward and a token of gradual elevation, the bond of Cartier aesthetically plays a todayness 
exclusive privilege in inaccessibility on horizontal ephemeral level as well as increasing the desire, in both, 
horizontal and vertical societal development. Organising the Trinity along two societal axes, the fugue of 
the senses exemplifies the French conception of luxury sentenced by the Comité Colbert in 1954 [9]. The 
French powerful dream, built from ingredients of the ring concept, is running vertically from the purely 
functional at the bottom to the highly aesthetic to the top as well as keeping the tangible and intangible 
dimension of the added value in an educational way. 

It is obvious that through the alchemy of luxury the complexness in the character of Trinity is represented 
on the left side positive deixis, as Greimas maintains for the structure of the semiotic square. Although the 
pivotal role of luxury is to be selective, Trinity is an objet d’art, in both time and space, brings together socio-
logical and psychological relativity in society and reaches everyone by the concept of «dream». 

The universality of dreaming for love, for fidelity and for friendship is the value-object of the mythic 
actant model and represents what the subject dreams for [3, p. 109]. Drawing upon Greimasian actantial 
model – structurally exemplified with six cultural actants divided into three oppositions, Cartier visionary 
position in luxury is outlined in so-called three perpetual societal axes – axis of desire, axis of power, and 
axis of knowledge, or education. Furthermore, culture and aesthetics underline and prove designer’s pres-
cience and artistic experience, thus, might help consumer’s acceptance through aesthetic manipulation. 

 
Deliberations for further research 
 
With reference to Greimasian conceptual schemes, the process of understanding the value of luxury 

stands for education. As following through an superior societal exemplar, one from a variety of many luxury 
representations, it is not hardly difficult to be understood that luxury provides values. I have scrutinised one 
prominent idea from real luxury business practice in this contribution. It measures cultural acceptance through-
out generations in historical context and it is the elaborated idea of Maison Cartier as well. 

Analysing problems between generations, the outstandingly expressed problem is in education. 
Moreover, in todayness complexity of mixing everything with everything actants’ performances and ac-
ceptances are problematic both for luxury and education. There still remains a societal problem related to 
previously raised theoretical problem of manipulation. 

Luxury stands for education as well as education stands for luxury in the confrontation between 
affording and understanding. Furthermore, as todayness sanction represents that affording in luxury 
stands for money, cultural taste of excellence in the age of mixing everything emphasises promising case 
studies for further research. 
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NOTES 
1 Algirdas-Julien Greimas, 1917–1992, a French-Lithuanian literary scientist. 
2 Yuri Mikhailovich Lotman, 1922–1993, a literary scholar, the founder of the Tartu-Moscow Semiotic School. 
3 The «lux» term stands for a unit of illuminance and luminous emittance – annotation mine. 
4 Let’s accept that the «ideal designer» stands for general Creator of the world – annotation mine. 
5 Let’s accept that «wealth» stands for a body of knowledge or education, be it with money or not – annotation mine. 
6 Let’s accept that the «ideal consumer» does not stand for illiterate omnivore – annotation mine. 
7 At the request of Jean Cocteau, a French artist and writer, the very first Trinity ring was made in 1924 by 

the Maison Cartier in Paris, France – annotation mine. 
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ВЛИЯНИЕ КУЛЬТУРЫ НА ПОНИМАНИЕ РОСКОШИ 
 

В данном исследовании мы рассматриваем концепцию роскоши как оперативную модель, в которой 
воспитывается общество. Образовательный процесс роскоши нуждается в языке и образах, авторской про-
зорливости и читательском восприятии. На самом деле, образование и эстетика, через мутацию, которая 
еще не подошла к концу, показывают моральное восприятие денег и искусства. С семиотической точки зре-
ния роскошь предоставляет собой вымышленные возможные миры как отображение символического жела-
ния и взаимодействия с мечтой, силой и знанием. Кроме того, символическая ценность роскоши рассматри-
вается в свете современных потребностей обостренных перспектив, поскольку она порождает новые формы 
коммуникации и трансформации, манипулируя предвидением, опытом и принятием. 
 
Ключевые слова: эстетика, знание, аксиология, семиотика, брендинг. 
 


